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Directions: Write a brief answer to each study question as you read the novel at home or in
class. Use the questions to guide your reading and prepare for class discussions.

Chapter 1—pages 3-9
1. What inspires Lucinda to place an obedience spell on Ella?
2. Where is Ella’s father when she is born?
3. How does Ella’s mother stop her from eating her birthday cake?
4. How does Ella respond when Mandy absentmindedly gives her an order that she does

not mean?
5. Why does Ella loose the race against Pamela?
6. Which ingredients does Mandy place in the curing soup she makes for Ella and her

mother?
7. What does Ella do for her mother to help her feel better?
8. What are the last words Ella’s mother speaks to her before she dies?
9. Where does Ella go to make a wish for her mother to get well?

10. What does Ella promise to do if her mother gets well?

Chapter 2—pages 10-15
1. What is Ella’s supposed to do at the funeral after the high chancellor finishes speaking?
2. What order does Ella’s father give her at the funeral when she won’t stop crying?
3. Where does Ella go to cry herself out after her mother’s funeral?
4. Whose tombstone is Prince Charmont looking at when Ella emerges from crying?
5. What does Ella’s mother do at a banquet to make Char laugh?
6. How does Ella respond when Char asks her if she wanted the funeral guests to wait for

her to return?
7. What happens to Ella’s dress as Char helps her into the carriage?

Chapter 3—pages 16-22
1. Who are Ella’s friends from her childhood?
2. How does Ella describe the way she looks wearing the spicy green frock her mother

liked best?
3. What does Hattie say to comfort Ella?
4. What does Ella stare at as Hattie and Olive eat?
5. Who is Ella’s fairy godmother?

Name________________________________
Ella Enchanted

Study Questions
Use During Reading
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collapsed (23) blotchy (24) drought (26) numskull (27)
scoured (27) persuade (27) shards (28) tarry (28)
gossamer (29) slitted (29) interrogated (30) loathsome (31)
conniver (31) simpleton (31) governess (32) voluminous (33)
faceted (33) garnet (33) severed (34) doublet (34)
dabbing (34) oaf (34) mince (34) entrust (35)
admiringly (35) wench (35) hapless (35) loathe (36)
donned (36) marveling (37) fetched (38) disentangled (38)

Directions: Cut a nine-inch square of white construction paper. Fold the paper in half
diagonally (from corner to corner). Unfold paper. Fold the paper in half again (Figure A). Then
cut one fold from the outer corner to the center of the paper (Figure B). Slide one cut piece
on top of the other to form a triangular shape with a base and two standing sides. Glue the
pieces together (Figure C). On the inside base, write a vocabulary word. On the inside left,
write a sentence using the vocabulary word. On the inside right, draw a picture to illustrate
the vocabulary word. Repeat the process for at least nine words from the list. Glue the back
sides of your completed triangles together and hang them as a mobile.

Name________________________________
Ella Enchanted

Activity #6 • Vocabulary
Chapters 4 and 5
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Cut from corner to center
in direction of arrow

1–Fold in half diagonally

2–Fold in half again

A

B

1–Slide one cut piece
(A) on top of the other
cut piece (B) 
2–Glue together to form
a triangular shape

Draw picture here

Write sentence here

Write vocabulary
word here

Figure A Figure B

Triangle

Figure C

Base
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Critical Thinking

The conflict of a story is the struggle between two people or two forces. There are three main
types of conflict: person against person, person against nature or society, and person against
himself/herself.

Directions: The characters in Ella Enchanted experience some conflicts in the story. In the
chart below, list the names of three major characters. In the space provided, list a conflict each
character experienced. Then explain how each conflict is resolved in the story.

Name________________________________
Ella Enchanted

Activity #20 • Critical Thinking
Use After Reading
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Conflict Resolution
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Drama

Many festivals were held throughout the year in the Middle Ages. Plan a classroom festival
that includes food, costumes, games, entertainment, decorations, invitations, and music.
Create committees that would be in charge of each activity. Each committee will need to do
research to determine what was used in the Middle Ages.

Invite another class to your Middle Ages Festival.

Name________________________________
Ella Enchanted

Activity #22 • Drama
Use After Reading
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